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Emelie Holm is a nutrition
therapist, lecturer and cookery
author. She has previously
written Liten Kaka and Sött
utan vitt socker.
She currently lives in Thailand
with her family, where she
teaches healthy cooking.
Emelie Holm's journey from
sugary sweets to raw food
treats is inspiring for anyone
hoping to achieve a healthier
lifestyle.

The Vegan Dairy

Making Milk, Butter and Cheese From Nuts and Grains

Emelie Holm

and delicious flavour is a strong bonus!
Emelie Holm has previously taught us how to create
sumptuous desserts without white sugar. With this
book she shifts the focus to dairy and shows us how
to make milk, butter and cheese from nuts, seeds
and grains. For instance, making your own nut milk
is easily achieved by following a few simple instructions. These recipes do not require any complicated
equipment as long as you have a good blender.

Learn to make 100% vegan dairy products at home in
your own kitchen with this vibrant, inspiring book
as your companion.
Regardless if you are vegan, lacto-intolerant or just
wanting to eat healthier for the sake of your body
and the environment, you will find all the tools
to reinvigorate your cooking. By making the dairy
products yourself, using only vegan ingredients, you
will gain full control of the nutritional content and
you will also avoid unnecessary additives. The pure

Original title: Vegomejerier | Publication: March 2018 | Pages: 160 | Size: 170 x 240 | Number of words: ca 11 600 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman
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Target market

Sales points

• Environmentally conscious gourmets
and home cooks of all levels.

• Hands-on and informative with simple
recipes, requiring only a few ingredients,
as well as extensive facts about nuts, seeds
and grains.

• Vegans and vegetarians looking for
alternatives without additives.

• Modern and groundbreaking about an
upcoming trend, part of the sustainable,
eco-friendly movement.

• Lactose intolerant eaters longing to
enjoy dairy products.

• Classic and elegant photographs with
a wholesome feel.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Karoline Jönsson made her
breakthrough in 2012 when her
vegetarian food blog The Green
Pantry was named Sweden's
best food blog.
She published her first cook
book in 2014 and today her
blog has more than 20.000
unique visitors each month.
In 2015 she hosted the first
all-vegetarian cooking show on
Swedish national television .

Goodness Green

With Love for the Produce

Karoline Jönsson

Karoline's own additions are the greenhouse and the
extensive vegetable garden. Here she experiments
with more exotic produce such as comquat, pomegranate, agave, aloe vera, kiwi, almonds and wine,
alongside the staples of a Nordic climate. Karoline's
recipes are straight from the earth and shows you
that you don't need to be a trained gardener to get
started. Practical tips will guide both beginners and
readers who already have dirt under their fingernails.
This is a beautiful yet practical book that will inspire
gardeners and cooks alike.

Our desire to regain control of our food produce
has never been greater. And finally, here's a vegetarian cook book that connects the kitchen garden
with everyday meals. After decades of fast food
and processed food, as well as an alarming rise in
environmental issues, we are finding our way back to
our roots again.
Karoline Jönsson lives on a small farm in
Southern Sweden. The pictureque buildings stem
from the 1800s and her chickens, horses and other
animals, share the grounds with the ancient orchard.

Original title: Det goda gröna | Publication: March 2017 | Pages: 160 | Size: 225 x 190 mm | Number of words: ca 23 600 | Illustrated:
Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman | Rights sold to: Marginesy, Poland
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Target market

Sales points

• Anyone with the aspiration to make more
use of their home harvest.

• Beautiful setting that will also inspire city
dwellers.

• Vegerarians who want a beautiful lifestyle
book.

• Vegetarian cooking for anyone interested
in local food sourcing, including both
inspirational and innovative recipes as
well as gardening tips.

• Gardeners as well as home cooks.

• Successful author with a sunny personality.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Karoline Jönsson made her
breakthrough in 2012 when her
vegetarian food blog The Green
Pantry was named Sweden's
best food blog.
She published her first cook
book in 2014 and today her
blog has more than 20.000
unique visitors each month.
In 2015 she hosted the first
all-vegetarian cooking show 
on Swedish national television.

A Goodness Green Christmas
Karoline Jönsson

wants to miss out on, with food that will appeal to
the entire family. The book is divided into four main
chapters: baking, beverages, the Christmas buffet
and meals for the days between Christmas and New
Year.
Inspired by both classic Scandinavian Christmas
cooking as well as seasonal dishes from around the
world, this is an indispensable treasure trove for the
veggie foodie.

A Goodness Green Christmas offers all the vegetarian
recipes you may wish for in order to have a truly
merry christmas: from traditional Swedish pre-yule
events such as mulled wine parties and “advent
fika” to more universal winter dinners, an extensive
Christmas buffet and sweets to wrap. Here we find
classics such as “Janssons frestelse”, saffron buns,
Swedish cheesecake and pickled goods mixed with
newly composed vegetable dishes from the winter
produce. It will turn into a holiday that nobody

Original title: Den goda gröna julen | Publication: November 2017 | Pages: 159| Size: 190 x 260 | Number of words: ca 18 600 | Illustrated:
Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman | Rights sold to: Marginesy, Poland
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Target market

Sales points

• Vegetarians looking for inspirational
Christmas dishes

• Offers more than mere substitutes
for meat and fish: very innovative.

• All food lovers curious to celebrate a more
alternative Christmas.

• Mixes classic Scandinavian Christmas
dishes with inspiration from other
corners of the world.

• Readers who enjoyed Karoline Jönsson's
previous cook book and her approach to
cooking and harvesting.

• Beautifully designed and presented:
this will put anyone in the festive spirit!

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Björn Frantzén is counted
among the world's top 50
chefs, currently holding the
number 31 spot in The World's
50 Best Restaurants 2015 list.
He runs several restaurants,
among them The Fkying Elk
and Restaurang Frantzén,
which recently became the first
Swedish restaurant to receive
three Michelin stars.
This book is one of his most
personal ones and has
challenged his entire view of
cooking.

The Diabetes Cookbook
Björn Frantzén

Even though he is a successful chef, the challenge
of putting together a tasty and varied menu that
would benefit his daughter, was more difficult than
he expected, which is why he now shares his labour
of love in this cookbook full of mouth-watering
recipes – including yummy desserts – but also useful
information on diabetes, all wrapped upp with
stylish photographs.

Michelin star chef Björn Frantzén saw his whole life
turned upside down when his daughter was diagnosed with diabetes at the age of three. Suddenly it
wasn't just a matter of great taste but of the various
qualities in the food we normally eat and consider
healthy. He was shocked to discover how much the
food that we eat out of habit or tradition actually
harms our system. He embarked on a journey to
learn all about nutritious values in foods, as well as
physical and mental health processes, as he gradually
realized how much of a difference the right food
makes for a diabetes patient.

Original title: Björn Frantzén lagar mat för sugna diabetiker och annat folk | Publication: August 2017 | Pages: 160 | Size: 190 x 260 mm |
Number of words: ca 30 000 | Illustrated: Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman
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Target market

Sales points

• Anyone suffering from diabetes! It will
become a great help for a more balanced
lifestyle.

• Successful Michelin star chef with
a personal story.
• Healthy and good food for diabetes
patients and their families.

• The growing number of people that want
to eat more nutritiously,

• Thought-provoking for anyone looking
to make a change in their eating habits.

• Anyone who wants to be inspired in the
kitchen by someone with a great talent
for satisfying the taste buds.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Jennie Benjaminsson is a
trained chef, has written three
cook books and is a freelancing
food writer for several
magazines.

Gourmet Veggie

Luxurious Vegetarian Menus for Food Lovers

Jennie Benjaminsson

such as Flirtatious Spring, A Night in Bologna, Late
Summer Luxury and Extravagant Mother's Day –
covering all four seasons.
In addition, every menu contains wine suggestions and coupled with Katarina di Leva's stunning
photography, this cook book turns into a real extravagant feast.

Vegetarian cooking is as popular as ever and this
book takes it a step further, calling for luxurious
and exclusive occasions. Most vegetarian cook books
focus on simple everyday meals, but to cook with
Jennie Benjaminsson is to take the whole cooking
experience into account: from preparing the meal to
the presentation itself and not least the smells, the
flavours and the colours.
Here she creates 28 elegant and fully vegetarian
dinner and party menus with different themes

Original title: Gourmetvego | Publication: March 2017 | Pages: 160 | Size: 190 x 260 mm | Number of words: ca 22 300 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman
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Target market

Sales points

• All food lovers!.

• Fine and luxurious vegetarian three-course
dinners with wine suggestions.

• The growing number of people that want
to eat more vegetarian food, especially when
presented as elegantly and luxuriously as in
this book.

• Four seasons and 28 full menus.
• Beautiful and alluring images by renowned
food photographer Katarina di Leva.

• Most vegetarians who want to add a stylish
and fun element to their cooking.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Linnea Larsson works as an
architect at a major studio in
Gothenburg and got the idea
for the book while on her first
maternity leave.

Go Recreate!
Linnea Larsson

ments and accessories for children aged 0 to 2, using
easy to follow step-by-step instructions, size guides,
fold-out patterns and much more. Everything is so
beautifullycomposed that it is near impossible to
not feel inspired. And best of all: you don't need
high-end sewing skills to join in, there are projects
for all levels, some don't even require a sewing
machine. This is the perfect gift book, not only for
parents in waiting but also for grandparents-to-be.

This inviting and inspiring book combines several key
points in our modern, conscious lifestyle: making
soft and cool garments for your baby using your old
clothes, thereby avoiding all the chemicals in new
clothes, and also shunning the baby fashion dictated
by the chain stores, while at the same time caring
for the environment as well as your own economy.
Not least is it a rewarding feeling to clear out your
wardrobes and unleashing some creativity!
Linnea Larsson has created 30-40 pieces of gar-

Original title: Go recreate! | Publication: May 2018 | Pages: 144 | Size: 220 x 260 mm | Number of words: ca 12 700 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Gunilla Bergmark | Rights sold to: Nemo, Finland * Südwest, Germany * Cappelen Damm, Norway
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Target market

Sales points

• Families with small children and their
grandparents.

• Modern, fun and eco-friendly.
• Free from chemicals, perfectly soft
garments and unique designs.

• Anyone interested in sewing.
• All conscious consumers trying to avoid
chain stores.

• Full of inspiration and fits all levels.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Lise Hellström previously
worked as a marketing director.
She is not particularly fond of
drawing and does not think
that her handwriting is much
to brag about. Today she runs a
popular Instagram account and
works full-time with what she
loves most: lettering. The goal
is to find an own expression
and to write uniquely, not
perfectly.
She gets many requests
from all over the world to
produce everything from s igns
to logotypes, posters and
packaging design.

Lise's Lettering

The Art of Drawing Letters

Lise Hellström

personal interior- and gift details, such as etiquettes,
cards, posters, paintings and invitations. Or why not
a t-shirt print or a tattoo?
Step-by-step you will learn different styles –
elegant, cocky, messy, funny or 3D – and when
and where they are most suitable. There is advice
on which pens to use as well as other tools. When
lettering is combined with illustration or interior
decoration, like a fancy old frame, it becomes even
more intriguing.

There are many of us that dream of having nice handwriting. Lettering, which can be described as drawing
letters or letter art, is a modern and playful form of
calligraphy. Lettering has all the potentials to become
the next big trend following scrapbooking and adult
colouring books. With this exquisite and encouraging
book as your guide you will kick-start your creativity
in no time and achieve quick results.
Here you will find lots of inspiration to make
everyday life more beautiful and learn to create

Original title: Lises Lettering | Publication: April 2018 | Pages: 160 | Size: 190 x 250 | Number of words: ca 26 800 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Gunilla Bergmark
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Target market

Sales points

• From total beginners to established fans
of lettering.

• Very hands-on and practical, you learn
the basics of lettering together with an
actual person.

• Those who have previously enjoyed adult
colouring books, calligraphy and scrapbooking.

• Friendly, down-to-earth tone and very
encouraging.

• Anyone looking for a new inspiring
hobby that is both creative and slightly
therapeutic.

• This is something more than the traditional lettering books currently on the
market: it has a personal touch and lots
of imaginative ideas.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Maria Ahlgren is a journalist
who has worked in fashion
for the last 10 years. She is
currently the beauty and health
editor at glossy women's
monthly magazine Damernas
Värld.
She lived and freelanced
from Tokyo for several years,
which is where she was first
introduced to the concept of
beauty food. Now she counts
herself as an incarnated
beautyfoodie!

Beauty Food

85 Recipes for a Radiant Self

Maria Ahlgren

cold bowls, greens that do the trick, luscious desserts
as well as festive Friday face foods – including beauty-proof cocktails – and a Beauty brunch to get the
weekend started.
Here you will also find a thorough and informative
Beautypedia which tells you exactly what these
beautyboosting foods can do for your skin, nails and
hair, and why they should be stored in every glow
hunter's kitchen pantry.

Can you really change your appearance, make your
skin glow and improve your nails simply by choosing
the right foods? Of course!
Beauty and health editor Maria Ahlgren believes
that in a modern and efficient beauty routine, the
saucepan is as important as your moisturizer. In this
gorgeous and lavish book she guides us through the
magical food produce and what they can do for our
appearance, illustrated by more than 80 irresistible
and colourful recipes. She introduces us to warm and

Original title: Beautyfood | Publication: May 2017 | Pages: 160 | Size: 170 x 240 mm | Number of words: ca 25 000 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Gunilla Bergmark | Rights sold to: Letramento, Brazil * Octopus, UK (World English)
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Target market

Sales point

• Women between 18 and 50 who read
women's magazines and follow beauty
bloggers.

• Beauty Food highlights many current
trends: bowls, raw food and extended
information on the benefits and qualities
of super foods.

• Anyone struggling with their looks – this
book delivers in the tastiest way possible!

• The lack of intimidating or rigorous
advice – the approach is light-hearted
and unpretentious.

• The perfect gift book for a female friend
– beautifully designed and very appealing.

• A professional, yet friendly tone
throughout.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Hannah Sjöström is a journalist
who has spent a significant
number of years writing about
natural beauty.
After having discovered
ecological beauty products
she started the popular blog
Naturligtsnygg.se, where
she also writes about health,
lifestyle and yoga.

Hello Glow

The Path to Sublime Skin

Hannah Sjöström

ducts, prioritizing exercise and making sure you
sleep enough you can become your own best skin
therapist. Just by breathing deeper you can actually
improve your skin.
Call it lustre, shimmer or glow – many of us long
for a silky smooth, glossy complexion that radiates.
You cannot wish away all the signs of age. But with
this vitalizing guide you can find your glow and
boost your skin!

They say that the skin – our largest organ – mirrors
the state of the inside. You are what you eat –
remember?
We already know that junk food, stress and too
much sun do not boost our health, nor our skin.
Still there is so much focus on fast-tracking our
way to the perfect appearance. But not everyone is
comfortable with going under the knife or using
strange pharmaceuticals.
Simply by stocking up on beneficial food pro-

Original title: Hello Glow | Publication: March 2018 | Pages: 144 | Size: 170 x 240 | Number of words: ca 18 300 | Illustrated: Fully illustrated
throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman
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Target market

Sales points

• Mature female audience looking for
simple advice on natural beauty.
• General health junkies.

• Holistic beauty bible that is very informative
and solid, covering everything from sleep,
stress and exercise, to food, skincare and
treatments.

• Anyone who feels stuck in a harmful,
undesirable cycle.

• Makes references to experts in different
fields which gives a professional impression.
• Useful mini-glossaries in several parts of
the book.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Ida Magntorn is an established
writer, photographer and
interior stylist with a special
interest in antiquities and
recycling. She is currently the
home styling editor at Swedish
magazine Femina. She has a
world-wide following through
her Instagram account and is
often referred to by bloggers.
This is her fifth book and it has
sold more than 5.000 copies
so far.

Home Stories

Personal Interiors and Inspiring Ideas

Ida Magntorn

invites us into her own inspiring home.
The way she shares ideas and advice is both
generous, inventive and tasteful, and the book is
divided into different times of the day, starting with
a 6am rise, where she explains about different lights,
and ending in the bedroom at 8pm.
If you are looking to train your eye and your sense
for details, you have certainly come to the right
place. Welcome!

This is the kind of book that you want to inhabit:
you want to wander around the many inviting and
cozy rooms, enjoy coffee in fine China cups by the
kitchen table or sit in the romantic gardens with
a good book and a glass of lemonade. Because Ida
Magntorn is a master at creating atmosphere and
style. A real poet of Scandinavian home styling.
In this book she visits a number of intriguing and
imaginative homes all across Sweden, with detours
to London, New York and Los Angeles. She also

Original title: Home Stories | Publication: August 2015/January 2018 | Pages: 144 | Size: 206 x 264 | Number of words: 12 400 | Illustrated:
Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Cecilia Kerstell
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Target market

Sales point

• All readers of interior magazines and
home styling blogs.

• Scandinavian home styling is a hot topic.
• Author with a strong profile and a solid
track record.

• Anyone looking for inspiring milieus
to apply to their own home.

• Hugely aesthetic and visually stunning,
this book will certainly get the imagination going.

• Fans of Scandinavian interiors.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Marléne Eriksson has run her
own cleaning business for
many years and is often called
upon as a cleaning expert on
radio and tv.
She has also had her own
cleaning shows on tv: Rent Hus
and Sveriges städmästare.

Fun and Natural Cleaning
Marléne Eriksson

she has even prepared a prioritization schedule for
us, which will help establish routines. Here are some
of her best cleaning tips:

With this encouraging book, cleaning guru Marléne
Eriksson has made cleaning easy and enjoyable and
without harming our indoor environment with the
sort of chemicals that have previously been viewed
as efficient. Her mission is to make cleaning more
pleasant and to be proud of your work!
From floor to ceiling, from room to room, she
shows us how to get the job done – with lots of useful tips and organic products you can make yourself.
There is not a single problem she cannot solve and

* One room at a time
* Involve family or house mates
* All stains can be removed
* Natural ingredients go a long way
* Put on some good tunes and enjoy

Original title: Städglädje – städa med naturens egna medel | Publication: April 2016/January 2018 | Pages: 128 | Size:170 x 240 | Number
of words: 14 800 | Illustrated: Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Gunilla Bergmark
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Target market

Sales points

• Anyone who wants to clean with a more
environmentally friendly approach.

• Self-sufficient appeal showing the reader
how to make one's own cleaning products,
using basic kitchen products.

• Anyone who is looking to establish solid
and useful cleaning routines.

• All you need to know about cleaning based
on years of experience and questions
from readers and TV viewers.

• Young adults moving away from home for
the first time.

• Cleaning made fun and rewarding.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Brita Zackari hates working
out, yet she runs halfmarathons and has also
participated in the famous
Swedish 90K cross-country
skiing event Vasaloppet.
She launched her Instagram
account @i.hate.working.out
following the birth of her first
child and feeling fed up with
all the talk of exercising, fitness
and dieting. Today her account
has around 55.000 followers.

I Hate Working Out
Brita Zackari

of place at the gym. For everyone who feels stared at
during their run. For everyone who feels they need
to lose some weight first. For everyone who feels
that they have too little time, the wrong shoes, the
wrong knees and a really important tv episode to
watch before exercising. I am one of you. I have to
force, sometimes even trick myself into sweating.
Because no matter how great it feels afterwards,
I always feel most great when I DON'T work out.
Still I get it done. In this book I'll tell you how.”

Brita Zackari offers a fun and peppy guide to
exercising for all couch potatoes out there. With a
good dose of humour she introduces us to a more
worthwhile way of working out. It teaches you all
the basic exercises you need to know – including a
cheater's guide! – at the same time as it brings up
more profound issues, such as getting rid of unhealthy
body images and feeling comfortable at the gym in
your baggy pants and washed-out t-shirt.
“This is a book for everyone who has ever felt out

Original title: Jag hatar att träna | Publication: November 2017 | Pages: 160 | Size: 170 x 240 | Number of words: ca 25 000 | Illustrated:
Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Gunilla Bergmark | Rights sold to: Gummerus, Finland * Gyldendal, Norway
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Target market

Sales points

• Women between 20 and 50 who know
they ought to be working out but who
cannot find the motivation.

• Finally an entertaining and tongue-incheek exercise guide that will appeal to
even the most devout coach potatoes.

• Anyone who enjoys a light-hearted
approach to working out.

• Written by a cool and plainspoken author
who also shares her own personal experiences of feeling imperfect.

• Anyone who feels they don't have the
time or opportunity to go to the gym:
lots of exercises can be done from home.

• Youthful and modern design with lots of
fun little details.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Niklas Kämpargård is a writer
and photographer who lives
with his wife and children on
a farm in southern Sweden.
He comes from a farming family
and is just as comfortable in the
forest as he is in the garden.

Live Like a Farmer

100 Steps Towards Natural Living

Niklas Kämpargård

life and growing closer to nature.
In this book he has collected 100 examples –
big and small – to help you along the way. Theses
are handy and practical advice on how to create
your own vegetable patch and orchard, become a
beekeeper, how to keep animals, build a shed, fell
trees, use solar power and create a natural first aid
kit.
This enjoyable and fully illustrated companion
will have something for everyone – city types and
countryfolk alike.

The quicker our technology develops and the more
modern our homes become, the stronger our urge
grows to learn about self-sufficiency. Where does the
food that we eat come from and what kind of life
did the animals have? What pesticides have been
used to grow my children's cereal? How can I be
more energy efficient to save on our planet's resources?
What can the age-old wisdom from the farmers of
yesteryear teach us today?
Questions like these challenged journalist Niklas
Kämpargård towards changing his own day-to-day

Original title: Lev som en bonde | Publication: April 2016 | Pages: 224 | Size: 190 x 260 | Number of words: ca 50 000 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Cecilia Kerstell | Rights sold to: Rosinante, Denmark * Random House, Germany * Edipresse, Poland
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Target market

Sales points

• Environmentally conscious readers
lookingfor a more ecological lifestyle.

• A stellar how-to guide about a sustainable
lifestyle.

• The DIY crowd.

• Re-introduces old knowledge to a new
audience.

• Anyone with an interest in gardening,
cooking, building and self-sufficiency.

• Inspiring tips for both city and
countryside.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Göran Everdahl, (b. 1964)
is an author and columnist
specializing in popular culture
and film, regularly contributing
in Swedish Public Service
television and radio.
He is a panellist on the highprofiled radio show Spanarna,
where every Friday night he
scouts recent, current and
upcoming trends; he is very
much appreciated for his skill
in spotting even tiny and quirky
details in wider contexts. It was
also on this show that he first
mentioned lagom as the next
word to trend after hygge and
publishing successes such as
Lars Mytting’s Norwegian Wood
and Mari Kondo’s The LifeChanging Magic of Tidying Up.

The Book of Lagom
Göran Everdahl

Sustainable, even. Lagom means wit that doesn't
wound, warmth that doesn't dry out and fresh airwithout rough winds. To put it another way: Lagom
is a kind of individual lifestyle thermostat. Everyone
is different. There is no ideal level of lagom; it varies
from person to person a place to place.
Entertaining, witty and with a sharp eye for
detail, Göran Everdahl makes the case that “lagom”
offers the perfect balance between work and home,
wholesomeness and overindulgence, levity and
sobriety.

Lagom is important, as best illustrated by a saying
that every Swede knows by heart, one almost so
lagom in length that it feels like a parody: “Lagom
is best.”
Lagom, one of the few Swedish words without a
direct equivalent in other languages (like smorgasbord and ombudsman), is usually translated as “not
too little and not too much.” And that would be
correct. But in practice, the word is almost always
used as a stand against excess.
There is something very reasonable about lagom.

Original title: Boken om Lagom | Publication: January 2018 | Pages: 188 | Size: 140 x 188 | Number of words: ca 26 300 | Illustrated:
Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Cecilia Kerstell | Available material: English version
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Target market

Sales points

• Readers of “The Little Book of Hygge”
and other books on Scandinavian quirks.

• Forget about the other Lagom books, this
is the definitive guide by a true authority
on the topic.

• Anyone who is curious to learn more
about Swedish traditions, culture and
popular phenomena.

• Entertaining, cheeky and informative,
this little book is the perfect gift to anyone
fascinated by the nation that gave the
world ABBA, IKEA and Lisbeth Salander.
• Imaginatively illustrated by renowned
illustrator Lotta Kühlhorn.

Rights sold to: W.E Time DigiTech, China * Euromedia, Czech Republic * Random House, Germany * Jaffa, Hungary * Sejong Books, Korea
* Muza, Poland * AST, Russia * Evro Book, Serbia
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NORSTEDTS AGENCY
Tryckerigatan 4, P.O. Box 2052
SE-103 12 Stockholm
Sweden
norstedtsagency.se

Norstedts Agency houses authors and their works in the
line of fiction, general non-fiction and illustrated non-fiction.
Our aim is to make international publishers aware of the
best that Swedish publishing has to offer. We dare to lift new
literary voices at the same time as we uphold the rights of the
established ones. Every year our list reflects that of Norstedts
Publishing House by selecting the very best from it.

Linda Altrov Berg
Rights Director
linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se

For more information about our books
www.norstedtsagency.se
www.norstedtsagency.se/illustratednonfiction
www.facebook.com/norstedtsagency

Catherine Mörk
Rights Manager
on maternity leave Jan–Aug 2018

To sign up for Norstedts Agency’s newsletter please
contact Sofia Odsberg
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Katrine Bech Taxholm
Rights Manager
katrine.bech-taxholm@norstedts.se

Sofia Odsberg
Rights Coordinator
sofia.odsberg@norstedts.se

